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The microbiome is known to have a profound effect on the development, physiology and
health of its host. Whether and how it also contributes to evolutionary diversiﬁcation of
the host is, however, unclear. Here we hypothesize that disruption of the microbiome
by new stressful environments interferes with host–microbe co-adaptation, contributes
to host destabilization, and can drive irreversible changes in the host prior to its genetic
adaptation. This hypothesis is based on three presumptions: (1) the microbiome consists
of heritable partners which contribute to the stability (canalization) of host development
and physiology in frequently encountered environments, (2) upon encountering a stressful
new environment, themicrobiome adaptsmuch faster than the host, and (3) this differential
response disrupts cooperation, contributes to host destabilization and promotes reciprocal
changes in the host and its microbiome. This dynamic imbalance relaxes as the host and
its microbiome establish a new equilibrium state in which they are adapted to one another
and to the altered environment. Over long time in this new environment, the changes in
the microbiome contribute to the canalization of the altered state. This scenario supports
stability of the adapted patterns, while promoting variability which may be beneﬁcial in
new stressful conditions, thus allowing the organism to balance stability and ﬂexibility
based on contextual demand. Additionally, interaction between heritable microbial and
epigenetic/physiological changes can promote new outcomes which persist over a wide
range of timescales. A sufﬁciently persistent stress can further induce irreversible changes
in the microbiome which may permanently alter the organism prior to genetic changes in
the host. Epigenetic and microbial changes therefore provide a potential infrastructure
for causal links between immediate responses to new environments and longer-term
establishment of evolutionary adaptations.
Keywords: host–microbe symbiosis, genotype-to-phenotype transformations, canalization, developmental
plasticity, epigenetics, dynamical systems, non-Mendelian inheritance, adaptation
HYPOTHESIS
THE MICROBIOME AS A ‘DOUBLE AGENT’ OF CANALIZATION AND
DE-CANALIZATION
In his inﬂuential perspective on “Canalization and the inheritance
of acquired characters” (Waddington, 1942), Conrad Wadding-
ton argued that evolution of developing organisms under natural
selection tends toward canalization of the developmental pro-
cess. That is to say, the sensitivity of developmental patterns to
environmental and genetic perturbations is reduced over time
in the environment to which the organism becomes adapted.
A similar idea was developed independently by (Schmalhausen,
1949). Owing to this hypothesized tendency toward canaliza-
tion, the patterns of development in the wild type organism
are presumed to be more stable than the patterns in mutants
(Waddington, 1942). This allows cryptic variation to be accu-
mulated without phenotypic consequences. This variation can be
unmasked by a sufﬁciently disruptive environmental or genetic
perturbation (de-canalizing event) which breaks robustness and
leads to phenotypic consequences reﬂecting the previously hid-
den variability (Flatt, 2005). Although canalization is most likely
a systemic property, few speciﬁc molecular mechanisms have
been proposed to support canalization [reviewed in (Salathia
and Queitsch, 2007)]. These include buffering of genetic vari-
ability by the Hsp90 chaperone (Rutherford and Lindquist,
1998; Queitsch et al., 2002; Milton et al., 2006; Samakovli et al.,
2007; Sgro et al., 2010), tissue-speciﬁc maintenance of active
and repressed state of developmental genes by the Polycomb
(and by analogy also the trithorax) system (Lee et al., 2005;
Sawarkar and Paro, 2010; Stern et al., 2012), stabilizing nega-
tive feedback by microRNAs (Ronshaugen et al., 2005; Hornstein
and Shomron, 2006; Li et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009), and piwi-
mediated silencing of transposon activity (Specchia et al., 2010;
Gangaraju et al., 2011) or of existing variation (Gangaraju et al.,
2011).
It is quite possible, though, that at least part of the noticeable
contribution of these molecular pathways to canalization is due
to their particularly wide range of interactions with other devel-
opmental genes and processes. In other words, these pathways are
so deeply embedded into many regulatory feedbacks, that their
disruption (by the environment or by a genetic change) can lead
to signiﬁcant impacts on developmental and physiological phe-
notypes. If correct, this rationale should hold more broadly for
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other intrinsic and extrinsic factors, which were co-opted to a
particularly wide range of processes. One candidate factor is the
microbiome which has co-evolved with its host for many gen-
erations. Similarly to host-intrinsic molecules and pathways that
become involved in multiple functions, co-evolution of the micro-
biome with its host likely leads to integration of the microbiome
into diverse host functions (Backhed et al., 2005; Rosenberg et al.,
2009). This integration may be further widened and deepened
by the ability of bacteria to produce many factors which could
interact and cooperate with host processes. As part of this coop-
eration, the microbiome can provide the host with metabolites
and signaling molecules (Backhed et al., 2004; Arora and Sharma,
2011; Shin et al., 2011; Flint et al., 2012; LeBlanc et al., 2013), assist
in harvesting these molecules (Yamanaka et al., 1977; Brune and
Friedrich, 2000; Backhed et al., 2005;Wang et al., 2011), synthesize
organic compounds that are passed on to the host (Cavanaugh
et al., 2006; Dubilier et al., 2008), regulate the immune system
[reviewed in (Round and Mazmanian, 2009; Kranich et al., 2011)],
reduce the propensity for disease (Markle et al., 2013), protect
against invaders [Fukuda et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013; which may
be outcompeted and displaced by the microbiome (Kamada et al.,
2012)], affect lifespan (Brummel et al., 2004; Behar et al., 2008)
and fecundity (Ben-Yosef et al., 2010), inﬂuencemating preference
(Sharon et al., 2010a), and likely performmany other developmen-
tal stage-dependent or independent functions yet to be discovered.
Such evolved cooperation can result in wide, reciprocal inter-
dependencies between the host and its microbiome. Owing to this
broad dependency of the host on itsmicrobial partners, disruption
of themicrobiome can compromise normal host development and
homeostasis (Littman and Pamer, 2011; Martin et al., 2013). Con-
versely, the intact microbiome could contribute to the stability of
host processes. This presumption is supported by recent work in
a variety of organisms which have begun to uncover increasing
numbers of host pathways and processes that could be affected by
disruption of the microbiome (Brummel et al., 2004; Sharon et al.,
2010b; Shin et al., 2011; Storelli et al., 2011), including modulation
of epigenetic gene control [Takahashi, 2014; e.g., methylation of
Toll-like receptors in intestine cells (Takahashi et al., 2011)]. As
in the case of mutations (Waddington, 1942), a disrupted micro-
biome does not necessarily de-stabilizes every phenotype in every
stressful scenario. However, it is expected to promote signiﬁcantly
more cases of compromised phenotypic robustness compared to
cases of increased robustness.
When the host and itsmicrobiome co-evolve in a stable, or a fre-
quently occurring environment, they become adapted not only to
this environment, but also to one another. We refer to this state as
coordinated adaptation. Deviations from this co-adapted state (in
response to environmental, genetic, or epigenetic modiﬁcations)
could create stressful conditions promoting reciprocal changes in
the host and its microbiome. Stated differently, modiﬁcations in
the previously adapted microbiome can change the internal envi-
ronment of the host. This change in the internal environment
could promote response in the host which, in turn, may affect
the conditions for survival and growth of the bacteria, and so on.
Coordinated adaptation is re-established if and when the overall
responses reduce the stress to the host and itsmicrobiome to a level
no longer sufﬁcient for driving further changes. This is analogous
to the Le Chatelier’s principle in chemistry (Atkins and de Paula,
2002), namely: if a system in chemical equilibrium is subjected to
a disturbance, it tends to change in a way that opposes this distur-
bance. Thus, the establishment of a coordinated adaptation of the
host and its microbiome can be viewed as an extension of the Le
Chatelier’s principle, from chemical systems to self-organization
of living cells and organisms.
Establishing a new co-adapted state involves interactions
between the microbiome and the physiological and epigenetic
state of the host. Important aspects of this interaction can be
heuristically illustrated using the epigenetic landscape metaphor
(Waddington, 1957). This metaphor views the development of an
organism as movement down a canal (Figure 1, top left), start-
ing with the fertilized egg and moving toward the adult form.
Developed adults produce a fertilized egg positioned at the top
of the same canal, thus starting the process over again. Here, the
walls of the canal represent stabilizing (canalizing) processes, act-
ing at every stage to prevent deviations from the normal patterns
of development (termed byWaddington as homeorhesis to denote
the constancy of ﬂow along a determined trajectory). Still, the
canal and the entire landscape depend on the host genome and
its environment (Waddington, 1957), including the microbiome
which can be viewed as an “internal” environmental factor. It is
important to note, however, that the use of a 2-dimensional surface
in this metaphor is an over simpliﬁcation which may not prop-
erly represent attractors and ﬂows in a high dimensional space
corresponding to a developing organism. Moreover, because of
potential inﬂuences of (past and present) environments and the
dependence of these inﬂuences on the actual trajectory occupied
by the organism, the details of the landscape are more dynamic
and less pre-deﬁned than often perceived.
The robust patterns of development in frequently encountered
environments (to which the organism is adapted) correspond to
movement in a particularly deep canal (although the depth of the
canal is likely inversely correlated with the plasticity of the devel-
opmental process and may therefore be shallower during early
speciﬁcation of cells and body segments and possibly also dur-
ing metamorphosis in which a given tissue type is transformed
into another). At any given time in a frequently encountered
environment, the microbiome “assists” the establishment of the
adapted patterns and is therefore, an agent of canalization. How-
ever, since the epigenetic landscape can be inﬂuenced by the
environment, a sufﬁciently strong environmental stress can mod-
ify the landscape to an extent sufﬁcient to de-canalize the process
of development OFF the “regular canal” and ON to a “side canal”
(Figure 1, top right). The change in landscape can reﬂect a direct
effect of the external environment on the host as well as an indi-
rect effect through environmental disruption of the microbiome.
Indeed, severe disruption of the microbiome could compromise
the normal function of many host processes, including those
which contribute to robustness. This would tend to destabi-
lize (de-canalize) the adapted patterns, leading to dysbiosis and
increased phenotypic variability (wider sampling of the avail-
able epigenetic landscape). While such microbial disruption is
not expected in frequently occurring environments to which the
organism is well adapted, it can be readily occur under severe
stressful environments in which the organism is considerably
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FIGURE 1 | Canalization and its disruption by stressful environments.
(A) Schematic depiction of the epigenetic landscape metaphor, viewing the
process of development of an organism (e.g., ﬂy) as a movement down a
canal in epigenetic landscape. The landscape depends on the host genome
and its environment, including its microbiome (which can be viewed as an
internal environment). The canal represents the stage-dependent processes
preventing deviations from the regular patterns of development in an
environment to which the organism is adapted. The deeper the canal, the
more robust are the patterns. The movement is perpetuated over generations
by generating a fertilized egg positioned at the top of the same canal.
(B) De-canalization by exposure to a stressful new environment. In this
example, the change in the environment modiﬁes the epigenetic landscape
and increases the propensity of moving within a different canal. This can
result in altered somatic tissues, altered germline and altered microbiome.
Inset provides color-coded representation of various potential changes in the
embryos and larval stages of a developing ﬂy that has been exposed to a new
stressful external environment. The gut microbiome is represented by the
outer layer of the egg and the tube in the larva. The early embryo corresponds
to the inner part of the egg and the germline is represented by the circle in
larva. A change in color corresponds to alteration in the respective organ
following the change in the external environment. (Bottom) Proposed,
context-dependent inﬂuence of the microbiome on stability/ﬂexibility. The
microbiome contributes to stabilization in the regular environment to which
the organism is well adapted (left). Disruption of the microbiome in a
sufﬁciently stressful environment (right) destabilizes the host, thereby
increasing phenotypic variability (increased ﬂexibility).
maladapted. Thus, the microbiome can contribute to stability in
frequently encountered environments, while promoting variabil-
ity in sufﬁciently stressful new environments (Figure 1, bottom
panels).
SPECIES-SPECIFIC RATES OF ADAPTATION CREATE HOST–MICROBE
INCOMPATIBILITIES WHICH DISRUPT CO-ADAPTATION AND PROMOTE
RECIPROCAL CHANGES
Although the host and its microbiome form a partnership of
organismswhich propagate as a community,members of this part-
nership exhibit species-speciﬁc differences in the rate, type, and
magnitude of responses to the environment (Zilber-Rosenberg
and Rosenberg, 2008; Rosenberg and Zilber-Rosenberg, 2011).
Owing to differences in generation time, population size, and
developmental constraints, themicrobiome can adapt to new envi-
ronments on time scales that are much faster than those of genetic
adaptation in the host (Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 2008).
For example, the doubling time of bacteria is on the order of 1 h
whereas the generation time of a human host is about 20 years.
Thus, within a single human generation, bacterial population can
be propagated over 105 generations. Combining this large number
of generations with very large population sizes [>1013 bacterial
cells in human (Backhed et al., 2005)] provides a very substan-
tial potential for bacterial adaptation and diversiﬁcation within
a single generation of the host. Notably, modiﬁcations in the
microbiome include changes in gene sequence (and/or function)
within existing bacteria, and changes in species composition of
the microbial community. This community often comprises many
different species, whose relative abundance depends on the envi-
ronment. As such, a stressful environment for the bacteria leads to
species-speciﬁc selection which alters the composition and genetic
structure of the community. This selection can be independent of
whether or not the stress is also compromising the survival of the
host.
While the bacteria can undergo substantial adaptation to new
environments already within a single or few generations of the
host, the latter remains largely genetically adapted to the previous
environment (Figure 2). This can compromise the adaptation of
the host to the new environment as well as its compatibility with
the microbiome, leading to several distinct effects: ﬁrst, disruption
of the microbiome can destabilize the host, thereby enhancing its
phenotypic responsiveness to the new environment (potentially
resulting in increased occurrence, magnitude, and diversity of the
phenotypic response). Additionally, the change in the microbiome
is itself an “internal” environmental input which feeds back on the
physiological and epigenetic response of the host (Figure 3). For
example, themicrobiome can respond to a new stress by producing
(or elevating) a substance that is toxic to the host. This substance
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic of potential environmental influence on
adaptation of the host and the microbiome. Adaptations following a
transition from the regular environment (light yellow) to a stressful novel
environment (pink) are represented as matching of colors and shapes. Prior to
the transition, the host and its microbiome are adapted to the environment
(same color) and to one another (matched patterns). Shortly after the
transition, the host is only mildly changed while the microbiome is
considerably more adapted to the new environment (closer in color to the
new environment). This difference in responsiveness disrupts the
compatibility between the host and its microbiome (unmatched patterns).
With time, the host and its microbiome become progressively more adapted
to the environment and to one another.
adds to the external stress and can modify the type and magnitude
of the response in the host even if the external environment is
back to normal (Figure 3B). This is because the microbiome
may still remain altered and disruptive to the host. Thus, the
response of the host to microbial-mediated inputs can persist as
long as thehost–microbe incompatibility is large enough tomodify
the host.
TRANSGENERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE DISRUPTION OF
COORDINATED ADAPTATION
The presumed contribution of the microbiome to the stabiliza-
tion of host development and physiology is analogous to that of
other factors (e.g., Hsp90) which can confer robustness to the
organism in frequently occurring environments. However, unlike
many other factors, the change in composition and/or genetic
sequence of resident bacteriamight itself be heritable, thereby pro-
viding potential infrastructure for multi-generational inﬂuences
on the host (Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 2008). Indeed, the
microbiome in many organisms has been shown to be transmit-
ted across generations either vertically or horizontally (Bright and
Bulgheresi, 2010). Vertical transmission refers to transfer within
the zygote,while horizontal transmission is basedonvarious forms
of pickup of micro-organisms from the surroundings, followed by
their re-colonization within the host. These mechanisms of trans-
mission normally facilitate inheritance of the intact (co-adapted)
microbiome.However, the samemechanisms could support inher-
itance of environmentally modiﬁed microbiome. In line with this
possibility, we have recently found that environmentally induced
changes in the composition of gut bacteria in ﬂies can be inher-
ited (Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2014). Similar ﬁndings are expected
whenever the microbiome is altered to a degree which no longer
supports full recovery within one generation. In this case, the off-
spring inherit altered microbiome which may or may not have
been partially restored. The extent of inherited changes depends
on the details of the external environment (type and strength of
stress, its onset and duration, proximity to unaffected individu-
als, etc.), the internal conditions inside the host and the dynamics
within the community of microbial species.
Modiﬁcations in the inherited microbiome, can change the
initial conditions of offspring development. Depending on the
structure and dynamics of the epigenetic landscape, this could
correspond to a change in trajectory leading to a different out-
come in the adult (Figure 4, top right). The altered adults
could again produce modiﬁed embryos, thus enabling multi-
generational changes in movements in epigenetic space. These
multi-generational changes may involve different scenarios which
could support non-Mendelian inheritance. Heuristic representa-
tion of some of these scenarios is depicted in the bottom panels of
Figure 4 (scenarios 2–5). For example, a change in themicrobiome
in one generation can potentially modify the host germline, lead-
ing to altered embryonic development of the offspring (viewed
either as an altered initial point in the landscape or as move-
ment in a modiﬁed landscape). Alternatively, persistent change
in the microbiome can alter later stages of development, leading
again to a modiﬁed offspring adult with a potentially modiﬁed
microbiome. Evidence supporting potential inﬂuence of resi-
dent bacteria on the germline in insects has been reported for
the endosymbiont Wolbachia (Werren, 1997; Stouthamer et al.,
1999; Starr and Cline, 2002; Negri et al., 2006, 2009). More
recent evidence in ﬂies (Drosophila melanogaster) provided indi-
rect evidence for inﬂuence of gut microbiome on the germ line
(Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2014). Speciﬁcally, removal of gut bacteria
in one generation led to a substantial delay in larval development
starting in the following generation. The phenotypic difference
between parents and offspring following the depletion of gut bac-
teria (in parents) suggests an inﬂuence of these bacteria on the
parental germline. Such a transgenerational effect of bacterial
depletion was further shown to be responsible for the inheritance
of a delay in larval development following parental exposure to
G418 antibiotic (Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2014). In this case, the
delay in the ﬁrst generation of larvae is caused by a direct toxicity of
G418 in the host tissue, but is maintained in the non-exposed off-
spring by the transgenerational impact of depleted gut Acetobacter
species in the G418-exposed parents. This unexpected situation
is just one example of potentially diverse circumstances in which
disruption of the microbiome could contribute to non-Mendelian
transfer of inﬂuences. Thus, regardless of whether the effects of
microbial changes are restricted to the soma or not, inheritance
of a modiﬁed microbiome provides substantial infrastructure for
multi-generational persistence of non-genetic changes in the host.
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FIGURE 3 |The microbiome as an environmental component for the
host. (A) Top: Schematic representation of a transition from the regular
external environment toward a new stressful environmental state (E→E˜).
The effective environmental state (green) is the sum of all the
environmental inﬂuences on the host, taking into accounts the external
conditions and internal inputs from the microbiome. An example of one
possible trace of effective environmental state is shown in green.
Bottom: Schematic representation of a potential host response with
and without contribution of microbial disruption by the external
environment (green and dotted red, respectively). Disruption of the
microbiome can increase the response of the host, leading to a
potentially faster and more pronounced response which is also more
diverse and affects more individuals. (B) Same as (A) when the
environment reverts back (E˜→E) within generation.
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FIGURE 4 | Potential transgenerational impacts of environmental
exposures. Top: Heuristic depiction of ﬂy development in an
unperturbed landscape (left) and in a landscape modiﬁed by exposure to
a strong environmental stress (right). The ﬂow in a modiﬁed canal leads
to characteristic modiﬁcations in somatic tissues of the ﬂy and/or its
germline and/or its microbiome. Bottom: Illustration of a few possible
scenarios of development in subsequent offspring of exposed ancestors.
Scenario (1): if the parental change in the environment does not modify
the genome or the epigenetic state of the fertilized egg and, in
addition, the microbiome is either unperturbed or fully restored (“no
memory,” most left panel), the offspring may follow the regular
trajectory in an unperturbed landscape. Scenarios (2 and 3): if the initial
state of the fertilized egg and/or the microbiome associated with the
egg are modiﬁed following the parental exposure (“memory”), the
development of the offspring may differ from their parents even if the
external environmental reverts to normal already during the parental
generation. In these cases, alteration in offspring development might
reﬂect localization to a different canal in the original or in a modiﬁed
landscape (scenarios 2 and 3, left trajectory), or localization to a canal
that has been modiﬁed by the impact of having modiﬁcations in the
fertilized egg and/or the microbiome (scenario 3, right trajectory).
Scenarios (4 and 5): if the external environmental stress persists
beyond the parental generation it may again lead to changes in the
entry point and shape of the canal (“no accumulation,” scenario 4) as
well as further modify the entry point and shape (“accumulation,”
scenario 5).
This persistence depends on the strength and duration of the envi-
ronmental stress, the degree of incompatibility between the host
and the microbiome, and their inherent plasticity, or adaptability.
The manner in which these factors are combined has a signif-
icant effect on the timescale of establishing a new equilibrium
state.
TIMESCALES OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STRESS-INDUCED
EPIGENETIC AND MICROBIAL CHANGES
Current understanding of dynamical systems suggests that inter-
action between stress-induced disruption of the microbiome and
modiﬁcations in the epigenetic state provide potential for a rich
variety of dynamical outcomes. Indeed, coupling between rela-
tively simple non-linear systems can generate diverse modes of
collective or non-collective dynamics, depending on the intrinsic
parameters of the uncoupled systems, the type and strength of
the coupling, the type and magnitude of the non-linearity, and
the initial conditions (Kuramoto, 1984; Glass and MacKey, 1988;
Badola et al., 1991; Otsuka, 1991; González-Miranda, 2004). For
example, speciﬁc choices of couplings between two non-linear
oscillators with sufﬁciently similar intrinsic frequencies can lead
to synchronization of these oscillators, doublings of their intrinsic
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or collective periods, chaotic dynamics (of either one or both) and
destruction of the oscillatory behavior (Sarkar et al., 2013). It is
plausible that analogous wealth of dynamics could be generated
by interaction between the microbiome and the epigenetic state of
the host (regarded here in an inclusive sense which covers various
types of non-genetic host-intrinsic changes). This interaction can
be viewed as coupling between two non-linear systems, each mod-
ulating the activity of the other. Unlike the slowly varying genome
sequence of the host, epigenetic changes in the host can occur on a
range of timescales which overlaps with timescales associated with
microbial changes. This provides potential for inter-modulations
which prolong the duration of changes expected in a microbiome-
free host. Encountering such scenarios under extreme forms of
stress is quite plausible and may have occurred in a recent exam-
ple of transgenerational inheritance following parental exposure
to toxic stress (Stern et al., 2012). This inheritance was shown to
involve host-intrinsic (Stern et al., 2014) and microbial-mediated
mechanisms (Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2014), and typically persisted
for 3–10 generations. It is possible that interactions between the
host-intrinsic andmicrobial-mediatedmodiﬁcations extended the
duration of inheritance beyond the duration that would have been
observed without an interaction.
Depending on the duration of change in the external environ-
ment, one can further distinguish three different regimes:
Stressful external conditions which persist for only one, or a small
number of generations
This regime of stress may initiate reciprocal modiﬁcations in
the microbiome and the host. For most stressful environments,
the modiﬁcations in the host would be primarily non-genetic
(e.g., physiologic, metabolic, epigenetic etc.’). The microbiome,
on the other hand, may change in gene sequence and species
composition (in addition to epigenetic changes). Owing to the
heritability of some of these changes [and potentially also heri-
tability of epigenetic changes in the host (Jablonka and Raz, 2009;
Jablonka, 2013; Lim and Brunet, 2013)], return to the normal
environment will not necessarily lead to immediate reversion of
the host back to its previous state (Figure 4, panels 2 and 3).
This is because reversal of the environment does not necessar-
ily eliminate host–microbe incompatibilities (and/or persistent
host-intrinsic epigenetic changes) that have been induced during
the external stress period. The induced host–microbe incom-
patibility promotes cross talk between the microbiome and the
physiologic/epigenetic state of the host, eventually leading to
establishment of a new co-adapted state in which the host and
its microbiome become re-adapted to one another. The process of
relaxation toward an altered state could span multiple generations
of the host, but might be counteracted by re-exposure to non-
modiﬁed microbiome (e.g., by infection-mediated transfer from
individuals which were not exposed to the new environmental
conditions).
Persistence of the stressful new environment over timescales much
longer than required to reach a new host–microbe equilibrium state
This scenario likely promotes more extensive and longer lasting
changes in the host and the microbiome. After a few generations
in this stable environment, the microbiome will likely become
irreversibly modiﬁed. The modiﬁed microbiome will continue
to change with its host until they become sufﬁciently adapted
to the altered environment and to one another. If, in addi-
tion, the stressful environment inﬂuences a large geographic
region, it will substantially reduce the chances of encountering
non-exposed individuals, thus reducing the chances of infection-
mediated reversion to the original microbiome. It is also possible
that the microbiome niche will be taken over by modiﬁed bac-
teria that are abundant enough to prevent re-colonization of the
original bacteria. Additionally, the host may become sufﬁciently
modiﬁed so as to favor the altered microbiome over the original
microbiome.
Persistence of external stress over a time period comparable to that
required for co-adaptation
In this intermediate case, equilibrium of the host and the
microbiome can be re-challenged by the reversion of the envi-
ronment, thus prolonging the establishment of a new stable state.
Since the timescales of environmental change might indeed be
comparable to those of epigenetic and microbial changes, this
scenario may not be extremely rare. Additionally, the likelihood
of encountering this scenario may increase when the organ-
ism is capable of modifying its external environment (niche
construction).
Taken together, the above regimes support phenotypic diver-
siﬁcation and/or adaptation over timescales ranging from few to
many generations. This diversiﬁcation may become irreversible
prior to genetic changes and adaptation in the host. As such, itmay
provide important bridge between the physiological timescales
of one generation and the much longer timescales of genetic
adaptation and phylogenetic diversiﬁcation.
According to the original canalization hypothesis (Wadding-
ton, 1942; Schmalhausen, 1949), a new co-adapted state of the
host and its microbiome is expected to become progressively more
canalized (stabilized) over time (Figure 5). The principles and
mechanisms leading to progressive stabilization are not entirely
clear. It was suggested that the trend toward stabilization is imple-
mented by increasing the connectivity of the underlying regulatory
network, which is in turn supported by a tendency of natural
selection to favor stable development (Siegal and Bergman, 2002).
An increase in regulatory complexity can be achieved by different
means, including by wider integration (co-option) of the micro-
biome into host processes. Increasing integration may reﬂect an
entropic effect which is expected from having many more poten-
tial scenarios of integration comparedwith no integration. Among
these scenarios would be host–microbiome integrations which
either increase or reduce the stability of development. However,
if changes which increase the stability tend to be more persistent,
the entropic force of increasing co-option is expected to promote
progressively more extensive host–microbiome interactions that
are biased toward increased stability.
DIFFERENT UNITS OF SELECTION AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR
ADAPTATION AND EVOLUTION
Much of the above considerations stems from having more than
one unit of selection. First, the host and its microbes are subjected
to selection as a cooperating community. This is the most relevant
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FIGURE 5 | Heuristic depiction of increased canalization over time in a
new environment (right vs. left panel).The process of development
becomes conﬁned to a deeper and less rugged canal, reﬂecting, respectively,
increased developmental robustness and reduction in the number of
developmental outcomes. Red arrows indicate expected changes in the
landscape.
unit of selection for the host. On the other hand, each of the res-
ident bacterial species is subjected to its own selection conditions
within the host. The outcomes of these individual selections feed
into the higher level of host (or community) selection.
This interaction between different layers of selection has far
reaching implications which are not accounted for in current
models of population genetics (Jaenike, 2012). The latter often
consider changes in allele frequencies in the host, ignoring the
potential contribution of changes in bacterial allele frequencies to
the selection of the host. These changes in the microbiome could
affect the propagation of the host, either by modifying it or by
changing its internal environment. Owing to these changes, the
host phenotypes and epigenetic state may be stably altered prior
to the emergence or ﬁxation of adaptive genetic changes in its own
genome.
Selection of bacterial species within the host may also promote
maladaptive changes in the host, thus providing potential for con-
ﬂicts between the microbiome and the host. On longer timescales,
however, these conﬂicts are subjected to selection at the higher,
community level, which could then promote successful communi-
ties, and hence, successful hosts (Zilber-Rosenberg andRosenberg,
2008). A somewhat similar, host-intrinsic scenario involving mul-
tiple layers of selection is provided by somatic mutations which
lead to generation of tumor cells. These cells undergo changes
promoting their own propagation on the expense of the host.
However, unlike the microbiome, these tumors are not inherited,
and do not evolve to cooperate with their host.
What is then the added evolutionary value of having these
two layers of selection? Here, one can immediately recognize
a few important considerations: ﬁrst, the microbiome offers a
substantial gene and cellular pool which can evolve to support
reproduction of the community under new environmental con-
ditions (Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 2008). For example,
functions and products of host cells may be provided as a service
by resident bacteria (Backhed et al., 2005). This includes extreme
cases in which endosymbiotic bacteria synthesize organic com-
pounds (e.g., by chemosynthesis) and provide nutrition to certain
gutless ﬂatworms (Ott, 1982). The feasibility of such remarkable
collaborations is indicative of the vast potential of the micro-
biome to generate “creative” solutions. Important components
of this potential are the relative speed in which these solutions
can emerge and the separation from the host. Having these rapid
changes in entities distinct from the host allows the commu-
nity to dramatically expand the range of genetic and cellular
variation while paying signiﬁcantly reduced costs of maladap-
tive changes. Indeed, a comparable extent of genetic and cellular
changes in the host itself, will likely lead to failed development,
or alternatively, tumorigenesis and death. In other words, vari-
ation of the microbiome is likely a safer option in much the
same way as would therapy with bacteria as opposed to host-
intrinsic gene therapy. Thus, the microbiome offers extended
potential for rapid, ﬂexible, and safer exploration of new solu-
tions and functions which beneﬁt the host. This potential is
particularly important when the host encounters new prob-
lems which can be not eliminated fast enough by a change
in the host, but may be alleviated by rapid adaptation of the
microbiome. Thus, the microbiome may provide a developing
organism with a substantial capability to adapt to novel stress-
ful conditions. It is often assumed that the demand for such
capability is not very strong because of the extremely low like-
lihood of encountering a truly novel environment. However, this
rationale may not necessarily invalidate the demand for adap-
tive capacity because the organism may also face new stressful
conditions in regular environments. Indeed, many changes in
the genome, epigenome, or the microbiome can create stress-
ful conditions. Owing to the immensely large space of possible
changes at these levels, it is not be realistic to assume that
a large fraction of all possible scenarios have been frequently
encountered during the evolutionary history of the organism.
In this case, the organism is not expected to be equipped with
an efﬁcient genetic program for coping with all these stress-
ful scenarios. Thus, the demand for at least some ability to
adapt to new conditions within one or few generations can be
quite high. Future work will determine whether and how epi-
genetics and symbiosis provide the organism with such adaptive
plasticity.
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The hypothesized involvement of the microbiome in regulating
stability and ﬂexibility based on contextual demand generates
clear predictions which could be used to assess the validity
of this hypothesis. In particular, the hypothesis asserts that:
(1) intact microbiome tends to suppress environmentally- and
genetically-induced phenotypic variation (compared to modiﬁed
microbiome), and (2) severe stressful conditions tend to compro-
mise this buffering by disrupting the composition and/or genetic
and epigenetic makeup of the intact microbiome. These predic-
tions can be tested by combining experimental manipulation of
the microbiome with environmental and genetic perturbations.
For example, the buffering capacity of the intact bicrobiome can
be tested by comparing phenotypic variation in germ-free ani-
mals with variation in animals containing intact bacteria. Since
the hypothesized buffering refers only to a statistical tendency
to stabilize the phenotypes, the evaluation must be based on a
sufﬁciently large set of experimental setups, involving different
phenotypes in a variety of organisms subjected to different condi-
tions (e.g., malnutrition, exposure to environmental stressors, use
of genetically modiﬁed animals etc.). If the hypothesis is correct,
we expect a positive correlation between lack of bacteria and the
extent of deviation from regular developmental phenotypes. Pos-
itive correlation is also expected for milder manipulations of the
microbiome, but the statistical validation in this case likely requires
averaging across larger sets of conditions and phenotypes. It is
also important to note that compromised (or complete lack of)
microbiome in otherwise good conditions might not be disrup-
tive enough to modify particular phenotypes in the host. Still, if a
compromised microbiome reduces buffering capacity in the host,
it should increase the likelihood that additional environmental
or genetic insults will induce phenotypic variation. We therefore
expect that the positive effect of bacterial disruption on the induc-
tion of phenotypic variability would tend to increase as a function
of the overall amount of stress. The second part of the hypothesis
(environmental suppression of phenotypic buffering by bacteria),
can be tested by exposing developing organisms to different types
of severe environmental stress and analyzing the ability of the stress
to modify the overall composition of the microbiome as well as the
properties of its individual bacterial species. Here again, the eval-
uation should include a variety of stress paradigms which do not
involve stressors that have been speciﬁcally selected for targeting
bacteria.
To further evaluate the hypothesized contribution of themicro-
biome to stable diversiﬁcation and adaptation prior to genetic
changes in their host, it would be instrumental to establish exper-
imental setups in which the host is lacking deﬁned functionalities.
Combining these with multi-generational analysis of the type and
stability of changes in the host and its microbiome should provide
direct assessment of the validity of this hypothesis.
While the above evaluations should ultimately include a vari-
ety of different organisms, it may be useful to focus on organisms
enabling rapid and rigorous assessment. One example is the fruit
ﬂy, D. melanogaster, which contains a relatively small number
of (culturable) bacterial species (Wong et al., 2011). Addition-
ally, the gut microbiome of the ﬂy can be easily manipulated
without relying on anti-microbial agents that could also have a
direct impact on host tissues (Ridley et al., 2013). Avoiding these
direct impacts is crucial for creating deﬁned setups enabling rig-
orous evaluation of the inﬂuence of microbial changes on the
host (Ridley et al., 2013; Fridmann-Sirkis et al., 2014). It is also
important to devote attention to the potential impact of bacterial
manipulations on the germline. Such impact can generate pheno-
typic differences between parents and offspring (Fridmann-Sirkis
et al., 2014) thereby invalidating certain comparisons between
non-matched generations. Avoiding these potentially confound-
ing effects is achieved in ﬂies by dissolving and sterilizing the
chorionic shell of fertilized eggs (without antibiotics or propaga-
tion under germ-free conditions for an uncharacterized number
of generations). Larvae that hatch from these dechorionated eggs
are devoid of gut bacteria and can be re-exposed to deﬁned com-
positions of bacterial species (e.g., bacteria that were isolated from
intact ﬂies with or without additional manipulations). These use-
ful features synergize with the obvious beneﬁts of having a large
knowledgebase, powerful genetic tools and generation time which
is compatible with practical analysis over about 10 generations.
The outcome of these (and similar) studiesmay shed important
light on two critical questions in gene regulation and evolution,
namely: (1) How the balance between stability and ﬂexibility of
developing organisms can be regulated by the environment based
on contextual demand, and (2) Whether and how epigenetic- and
symbiotic-based responses to new stressful conditions are causally
connected to longer-term establishment of genetic adaptations in
the host. This includes evaluation of the scope and mechanisms
by which the adaptive potential of the microbiome might con-
tribute to rapid buildup of stable adaptive modiﬁcations in the
host. Following these lines of investigation may uncover hitherto
unrecognized mechanisms bridging ecological and evolutionary
processes.
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